Rules for Award of Gold Medal

1. Gold Medal shall be awarded to a candidate fulfilling the following criteria:
   i) The student should have completed the course in first attempt, i.e. in the minimum prescribed duration of the course, without any ATKT or without failing in any subject of the qualifying examination based on which class / degree is awarded.
   ii) A student taking a drop or not appearing for examination at any stage of the course shall not be considered for award of gold medal.
   iii) The students should have secured the highest marks amongst and out of the subjects / specialties offered under the respective faculty.
   iv) The students should have secured the highest aggregate marks but not less than 60% marks in the qualifying examination based on which class / degree is awarded.
   v) The students should not have any adverse record regarding indiscipline in the constituent unit / University or illegal activity with constitutional authorities.
   vi) If there are more than two students who fulfill the above criteria, the tie will be resolved by applying the criteria of highest number of heads of passing/subject/sub-heads of passing/subjects/papers with more marks in comparisons.

2. Withdrawal of gold medal: Gold medal awarded to a candidate shall be withdrawn if the candidate is found involved in any illegal, antinational, antisocial activities or if the candidate is found to violate ethical laws of the profession.